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The chaotic dynamics of mid-latitude atmospheric circulation is often described with
a few number of weather regimes. These are typical field configurations featuring a
combination of several synoptic objects (cyclones and anticyclones). Such intrication
makes it arduous to quantify recurrence and intensity of climate extremes and to
get insight into their genesis and dynamical properties, as extreme events are often
associated with specific synoptic structures. Here we apply Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA)1, which has been used for topic modeling in natural language processing
(NLP), to build a weather dictionary: we define daily maps of a gridded target ob-
servable as documents, and the grid-points composing the map as semantic words.
LDA then provides a representation of weather maps in terms of a combination of
spatial patterns named motifs, which are latent variables inferred from the set of snap-
shots. For atmospheric data (daily sea-level pressure anomalies), we find that motifs
correspond to pure synoptic objects (cyclones and anticyclones), that can be seen as
building blocks of weather regimes. We show that LDA weights provide a natural way
to characterize the impact of climate change on the recurrence of patterns associated
with extreme events.2
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Figure 1: The 28 motifs identified by LDA by using as documents the daily sea-level pres-
sure anomaly maps over North-Atlantic from 1948 to 2018 from NCEP reanalysis. Posi-
tive anomalies and negative anomalies are respectively represented in red and blue and are
grouped accordingly in high pressure motifs (H) and low pressure motifs (L). The motifs are
then roughly ordered by their geographic location from West to East and North to South.
LDA outputs normalized weights, so the color intensity should be interpreted as a normalized
anomaly amplitude.
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